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The Behavior of Geotextile Reinforced Clay Subject to Undrained Loading 

Le comportement de I'argile renforcee au geotextile soumise a une charge non assechee 

In the rapid loading of clay soils there i8 often no 
opportunity for dissipation of the porewater presaure 
generated. For reinforced clay this short term, or un
drained condition might be associated with instability. 
Amongst other things the response of reinforced clay to 
undrained loading will be a function of the nature of 
the relnforcement. Ta investigate possible responses 
three different geotextiles were installed in cylindrical 
clay sampIes subject to either rapid shear or shear at 
constant volume, both of these regimes being consistent 
with the notion of undrained loading . It was found that 
even permeable geotextile reinforcement caused a consis
tent and substantial decrease in strength compared to 
that of an unreinforced sampie, however, a8 reinforce
ment spacing decreased the strength of the soil improved 
and ultimately exceeded that of the unreinforced clay. 
This response reflects the fact that rapid loading is 
not necessarily associated with undrained loading if 
reinforcement, wh1ch also acts as a drain, is installed 
at a sufficiently small spacing. 

INTRODUCTION 

Reinforced soil exhibits several advantages not least of 
whieh i8 speed of construction. In the ease of free 
draining granular backfill rate of construction is of 
little consequence since even for rapid loading the fully 
drained condition may be deemed to prevail. This is not 
neces~arily the case for low permeability cohesive fil1 
where rapid construction is likely to be associated with 
undrained loading. To investigate the possible effects 
of rapid 10ading several series of tr1axia1 compression 
tests ware carried out on cy1indriea1 samp1es of clay 
reinforced with discs of various geotextiles . Three 
geotextiles were used namely porous sintered polythene, 
a thick needle punched feIt, and a me1t-bonded fabric. 
Three c1ay soils were used, however, these all had very 
similar strength, deformation and consolidation 
characteristics. 

A simple test procedure was followed involving the deter
mination of the strengtb of the unreinforced clay and 
the apparent strength of the same clay reinforced with 
geotextile discs at various spacings. The change in 
strength caused by the reinforcement is quantified by 
the introduction of a strength ratio which is simply the 
measured deviator stress at failure in the reinforced 
sampIe divided by the deviator stress at failure in the 
unreinforced sampIe. By varying the spacing of a given 
geo~extile in a given soil type it is possible to observe 
the effect of this parameter on strength ratio. Since 
all the clays employed exhibited similar properties it 
is possible to make valid comparisons of the effects of 
different reinforcing materials. All tests were 
carried out under eond1tions of undrained shear,however 

Dans la charge rapide des sols argileux 11 n' y a souvent 
aucune chance que l'eau produite par la pression se diss
ipe . Pour l'argl1e reinforcee cette courte periode,ou etat 
de non assechement peut etre associee a l'iostab11ite.La 
reaction de l'argile renforcee a une charge non aSBechee 
sera fonetion,entre,autres choses,de la nature du renfor
cement. Pour examiner les reactions possibles trois geo
textiles differents ont ete installes dans des echantil
Ions d'argile cylindriques soumis soit a une deformation 
rapide soit a une deformation constante en volume,ces 
deux regimes etant eonformes a la not ion de charge non 
assechee.On a trouve que meme le renforcement geotextile 
permeable causait une diminution reguliere et substanti
elle de la res1stance par rapport a tm. echantil10n non ren
forcejcependant,avec la reduction de l'espaeement du ren
forcement la resistanee du sol s'ameliorait _ et fina1e
ment depassait eelle de l'argile non renforcee.Cettere
action fai t ressortir le fai t que la charge rapide n 'est 
pas neceasairement associee ä la charge non assechee si 
le renforeement,qui agit en facteur de drainage,estmis 
en plaee avec un espacement suffisamment reduit. 

several of the tests were sheared at a rate cons1stent 
with porewater pressure equalisation thus permitting 
measurement of porewater presBure . 

1. SOlL AND REINFORCEMENT PROPERTIES 

Three c1ay soils were used in the investigation,Kaolin 
clay, boulder clay and London clay . All of these claY9 
were thoroughly remoulded, following which cy1indrica1 
sampIes were formed using a hydraulic press. This 
procesB was fo1lowed by saturation under back pressure 
and subsequent consolidat1on under an isotropie stress 
regime. The relevant properties of the three clays are 
summarised in Table 1 which shows the plasticity and 
effective strength parameters to be similar. 

To give some indication of compresslbility initial un
drained deformation moduli are also given in Table 1. 
Sinee the deformation modulus is, amongst other things,a 
funct10n of consolidation pressure a range of moduli and 
corresponding eonsolidat1on preasures i5 indicated. A 
range of geotextile reinforcement was employed as 
indicated in Table 2. 

All of the geotextiles used have permeability, normal 
to the plane of the material. several orders of magnitude 
higher than those of the c1ay. Due to the structures 
of the synthetic reinforcement it i9 not possible to 
define adeformation modulus in the striet sense.however, 
to permit some comparison with moduli for the soils, 
Table 2, gives values for a notional initial modulus. 
This is derived from plane strain tensile test data and 
the nominal thickness of the structure which allows cal
culation of a notional stressed area. The structure 
thickness, especially in the non-woven fabric and the 
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Table 1 . Soil Data. 

Soil Liquid Limit Plastic Limit 

% % 

Kaolin 57 33 

Remoulded 
London Clay 

77 31 

Remoulded 
68 39 

Boulder Clay 

Table 2. Reinforcement Data . 

Reinforcement Ma terial Structure 

Parolls Plastic Polythene Sinte r e d 

Non-woven Fabric POlypropylene / Melt 
Nylon Bonded 

FeIt POlypropylene Needle 
Punched 

feIt will tend to decrease due to confinement by the 
50il and tensile loading of the reinforcement. Thus the 
values given in Table 2 WQuld repre sent a lower bound. 
Comparison of the soi1 and reinforcement moduli show 
that with the possib1e exception of the feIt the rein
forcement deformation moduli are higher than those for 
the soil . 

2. TESTS AND TEST RESULTS 

A total of four series of tests are reported. SampIe 
preparation involve d thoroughly r e moulding the clay, 
followed by hydraulic pre ssing of standard 204mmxl02mm 
diameter sampIes at moisture contents and dry densities 
theoretically consistent with full saturation. All 
reinforcement was cut to form disC5 having the same 
diameter aa the soll sample. Ta allow introduction of 
the reinforcement each sampie was cut into a number of 
thick dises, of equal height, using a cheese wire. Each 
soil sampie was then reaBsembled with a disc of rein
forcing material being introduced between each soil disc 
so producing a multi-reinforced sampIe. All test re
sults are reported in the same format namely the failure 
strength ratio, R, and inverse aspeet ratio~. The 
strength ratio i8 defined as the ratio of measured 
compressive strength, or fall ure deviatar stress, of the 
reinforeed sampie to that of an unreinforced sampie with 
the latter being e!ther measured directly for an unrein
forced contral sampie or derived from some othermeasured 
soil property which had been previously related to the 
unreinforeed strength. The inve rse aapeet ratio is 
simply defined as d/h where ~ is the sampie diame ter and 
h is the height of an individual soil cell within the 
multl-reinforced sampie . 

In the first series of tests the e ffects of a permeable 
reinforcement ware investigated using a parous plastic 
reinforcernent within multi-reinforced 102mm diameter 
Kaolin samples . All sampI e s were sheared unconfined at 
a rate of strain of 2% per minute with unreinforced un
drained shear strengths being determined from a 
prevlously derived moisture content-undralned ahear 
strength relationship, Ingold (1). On this occasion 
eight pairs of reinforced sampies were tested witha wide 
range of inverse a apeet ratios. The results, which 
are summariaed in Table 3, show strenßth ratios falling 
belo ... unity for sma1l inverse B1sp'eot ratlos. T" 
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<1> ' Ini tial Modulus Consolidatiao Px:essure 
MN / m' kN / m' 

24.3 13 250 

19.8 7-28 100-400 

20.5 7-28 50-200 

Weight Thickne 88 Initial Hodulus Tensi l e Strength 
g/m' 

3280 

280 

250 

mm hiN/rn' kN/m 

Min . Max . Min . Mal'> . 

4.75 75 110 18.0 18 . 6 

0 . 70 30 42 8.1 9.0 

3.20 2 7 5.5 10.9 

widen the scope of the investigation the next two serie s 
of test s were carried out using multi - stage consolidate d 
undraine d tests with porewater pressure measurement on 
remoulde d boulder clay reinforced with geotextiles in 
the form of a non-woven fabric, Test Se ries No. 2, and a 
needle punched feIt, Test Series NO . 3. Results for 
these two series are given in Table 3. Sample prepara
tion methods for the f1nal test series deviatedconsider
ably fram those previously described. Although use was 
again made of Kaolin clay and porous p1astic reinforce
ment, the clay was consolidate d from a slurry to produce 
an isotropie sample whose unreinforced stre~gth could be 
related to effective consolidatiQn presaure. In placeof 
the multi-reinforced sampie a single unit cell of soil 
was employed this being bound top and bot tom by a poroua 
plastic reinforcing disco To ensure compatibility of 
stress regimes developed within unit ce 11 and multi
reinforced samples it was necessary to minimise friction 
between the outer faces of the reinforcing dises and ~ne 
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Fig. 1. Results of Test Series No. 1 . 
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Table 3. Summary of Test Results. 
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Test Series Test No. Test Type Reinforcement Soil Inverse Aspeet Strength 
Ratio Ratio 

1 1 UCUD* Parolls Plastic Kaolin 1.09 0.71 
2 " ., " " 1.72 0.79 
3 " " " ., 1.79 0.79 
4 " " " " 3.23 1. 30 
5 " " .. " 3 . 33 0.94 
6 " " " " 5.88 1.45 
7 " .. . / " 5.88 1. 70 
8 .. " " " 9 . 09 3.92 

2 9a CUD+PWP+ Non-woven Fabric Remoulded 
Boulder Clay 

4.17 1.08 

9b " " " " 4.43 1.15 
ge " " " " 4.72 1.17 

3 10a ,. Felt .. 4 . 29 1.22 
lOb .. .. ., 4 . 74 1.30 
10e " " " 5.18 1.32 
lla " " " 4.30 1.13 
llb .. ., " 4 . 74 1.18 
lle .. " .. 5 . 18 1.23 

4 12 CUD+Pwpo Parolls Plastie Kaolin 3 . 41 1.57 
13 .. ,. " " 4.65 1.98 
14 ., " .. " 6 . 99 2 . 50 
15 .. .. .. .. 1 3 . 89 3 . 21 

* Unconsolidated unconfined undrained tests - strain rate 2% per minute. 
+ Multi-reinforced multi-stage consolidated - undrained with porewater pressure measurement. 

o Vnit reinforced cell consolidated - undrained with porewater pressure measurement. 

pedestal and top cap of the triaxial apparatus. This was 
achieved by the introduction of thin lubricated rubber 
end plattens, the lower platten being provided with a 
central opening to allow the measurement of porewater 
pressure via the conventional porous stone mounted on the 
pedestal. Using this arrangement four consolidated un
drained tests with porewater pressure measurement were 
carried out at different inverse aspeet ratios with the 
results being summarised in Table 3, Test Series No. 4. 
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Fig. 2. Radial Variation of ~ar/Cu 

3. ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS 

The results of Test Series No. 1, whieh are plotted in 
Figure 1, were analysed using a second order regression 
analysis whieh rendered a coefficient of correlation of 
0.983. This is shown as asolid line in Figure 1 to
gether with the results of a similar analysis,shown in 
broken line, for fully drained test results reported 
elsewhere, Ingold (1). Referenee to the solid line 
shows the strength ratio dropping below unity for in
verse aspect ratios less than approximately.4. Sinee 
such values of ~ are assoeiated with long vertical 
drainage paths the rapid rate of shear of 2% per minute 
is associated with truly undrained loading in which ease 
premature failure is indueed. It ean be shown from 
earlier work, Yang (2), Ingold (3), that theintroduetion 
of reinforeement leads to an enhancement of radial 
total stress, fiGr , and a eorresponding inerease in 
global total stress ßOa . For a saturated soil this 
would be assoeiated with a change in porewater pressure 
of equal magnitude and therefore no change in effective 
stress, Skempton (4). If, however, eonsideration 1s 
given to the radial distribution of ~a and therefore by 
implication 60a it ean be seen that thls i8 not uniform 
with fio

r 
decreasing radially, Figure 2. As a consequenee 

of this the highest porewater pressures, whieh are 
continuously generated ne ar the cent re of the sampie 
during the initial stages of loading, migrate radiallyso 
causing a net decrease in minor pr1ncipal effective 
stress throughout the sample. For a soil obeying the 
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion a change in minor princi
pal effeetive stress is assoeiated with a change in 
strength. Since in this ease the minor principal stress 
decreases there would be a corresponding decrease in 
strength. For values of ~>4 the vertieal drainage paths 
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Fig . 3 . Variation of t f / t 95 with ~. 

become shorter in wh1ch ease even this rapid rate of 
shear 18 a s smciated with partial drainage . In 
consequence of this the deleterlous porewater pressures 
associated with an increase in total stress, ~a31 are 
allowed to partially dissipate in which case there is an 
increase in effective stress I 603 " leading to an en
hanced strength. For the highest value of ~=9, the 
regression analysis is almost parallel to that for the 
fully drained eondition shown by the broken line in 
Figure 1. That increasing ~ 18 associated with 1n
creasing degree of drainage becomes evident from Figure 3 
whieh shows a plot of aetual fai1ure time, t f , divided by 
theoretical failure time for 95% drainage. t

9S
' as a 

funetion of~. As ean be seen va lues of tf /t95~pproaeh 
unity, that is the fully drained eondition as ~ beeomes 
progressive1y larger. The 10giea1 implieation of this 
is that if porous reinforeement is insta11ed at 
sufficiently close centres then fully drained conditions 
can be made to prevail under rates of loading, o'r 
eonstruction, that would normally be associated with 
undrained loading. 

The effects of other geotextile relnforcements were in
vestigated in Test Series Nos.2 and 3. The results are 
given in Table 3 whieh shows strength ratios varying 
between 1 . 08 and 1.32 for inverse aspeet ratios in the 
range 4.17 to 5.18. Remembering that these tests were 
executed under truly undrained conditions it 1s re
markable that there was any strength increase at all 
einee an 1mprovement in strength must be associated with 
an increase in minor principal effective stress, 603 '. 
To explore this phenomenon furt her Test Series No. 4 was 
carried out using Kaolin clay, conso11dated from a 

Table 4. Analysis of Test Resu1ts Test Series No. 4. 

Test No. ~ R 6°3' 

kN / m2 

Contro1 0 . 50 1.00 0 
12 3.41 1.57 20 
13 4.65 1.98 45 
14 6.99 2.50 71 

15 13.89 3 . 21 118 
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slurry and the porOllS plastic reinforcement employed in 
earlier tests. As for the non-woven geotextiles the 
test regime was consolidated-undrained with porewater 
pressure measurement, however, tests were conducted on 
unit eells, rather than multi-reinforeed eells to avoid 
any ambiguity in porewater pressure measurement.Results 
from these tests given in Tab1e 3 confirm that the 
strength ratio does in fact increase with increasing in
verse aspect ratio . To probe the possible mechanism of 
this strength increase it i9 necessijry to attempt a more 
detailed analysis of the results. 

Earlier radiographie analyses, Ingold (1), indieated 
that although there is substantial rotation of prineipal 
stress axes the measured vertical effective stress in 
the reinforced sampIe can be approximated to the major 
principal effect1ve stress. If it is assumed that 
failure wlthin the reinforced soil oceurs at the same 
principal effect1ve stress ratio, K, as unreinforced 
soil, then a mean value of roinor principal effectlve 
stress, Kai I, can be backfigured from the measure d 
value of major principal stress, 0 1 '. The difference 
between this derived value of mean minor principal 
stress aeting within the sampIe and that app1ied at the 
boundary of the sampie °

3
' may be taken to be the me an 

increase. 603 I, induced by the relnforcement. This 
eondition is represented by equation (1) : 

lJ.0
a 

I KO~ - 03 ' ( 1) 

Calculated values f or an unreinforce d control s".mple 
and four reinforced sampies are shown in Table 4 to
gether wlth the corresponding va lues of inverse aspect 
ratio ~ and strength ratio R. 

As can be seen lncreasing R 18 associated with 1n
creasing 6°

3
' and ~ as expected. What was not expected 

was that the measured porewater pressure at failure , u, 
also increased with ~, Table 4. Such an increase in 
porewater pressure would be expected to be assoclated 
with a decrease in strength . Thus the results on 
cursory examlnation lead to the apparent inconsistency 
of an increase in effective stress ·, 60a I I associated 
with an enhanced porewater pressure at fsilure. The 
only explanation for thia 1s that there must be an in
erease in total stress, ß0

3 
which 1s greater than the 

excess porewater pressure at failure, 6u by an amount 
6o, '. Inspeetion of equation (2) shows that this 
requir e ment i8 consistent with the laws of effec tive 
stress : 

6o, ' 6 u (2) 

A possible meehanism controlling these apparently eon
flicting requirements can be deduced fram Skempton's 
general porewater pressure equation which can be applied 
to the shear stage of the reinforced sampies, equation 
(3) : 

A (3) 

The resulting ealculated values of the porewaterpressure 
parameter Aare shown in Table 4, aa the values of the 

U 6u 6o, A 

kN / m2 kN / w 2 kN / m2 

124 0 0 0.70 
180 56 76 0.51 
192 68 113 0.33 
221 98 169 0.19 
237 113 231 0.02 
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porewater parameter that would be required for the 
corresponding values of 6°

3
' to be realized. As ean be 

seen these values, which are for the reinforced 
composite, are lower than the measured A value of 0.70 
obtained for the soil alone fram the unreinforced contral 
sampie. Since the A value of the soi1 alone may be 
taken aa a constant of the soil for a particular stress 
history and stress level it follows that any modificatian 
of the A value of the reinforced composite must stern fram 
the reinforcement. Ta investigate this a sampie of rein
forcement of the same diameter and same mean height as 
that used in the reinforced 9011 sampie, was tested to 
measure its A value directly. This was faund to be 0.08. 
A similar measurement for the feIt reinforcement rendered 
a mean value of 0.27 compared to 0 . 75 for the 50il alone. 
The consequence of these low A va lues in the reinforce
ment is that the high porewater pressures generated in 
the soil by 603 migrate towards the reinforcement which 
does not exhibit such a high porewater pressure response. 
Obviously since the porewater pressure 1n the body of 
the soll i5 reduced there 1s an increase in theeffective 
stress 60 3 t and a corresponding increase in strength 
ratio. As the reinforcement spacing decreases the 
magnitude of ß0

3 
and therefore porewater pressure in

creases. Since the ability of the reinforeement to 
reduce porewater pressure i8 limited its effects begin to 
become suppressed and the strength ratio does not in
erease at the same rate aa it might in a drained loading 
situation. This is shown clearly in Figure 4 and 
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Fig. 4. Re.ults of Test Series No. 4 . 

follows from Table 4 which shows the Itrequired" A value 
decreasing with increasing~. At the highest inverse 
aspect ratio te.ted the required A value of 0.02 is 
slightly less than that of the reinforcement alone there
fore the implied increase of ~o,' of 118kN/m' represents 
the maximum that could ever be developed by theparticular 
reinforcement and test eondltions employed. 

4. CONCLUSION 

A total of fifteen tri axial compression tests were 
carried out on samples of very slmilar clay soils using 
three different reinforcing materials. All the tests 
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were ostensibly sheared undrained either by virtue of 
rapid rate of shear or, more positively by ensuring 
shear at constant volume . The phenomenon of strength 
reduction under rapid loading was observed in elay 
reinforced with porous plastic, however, this reduction 
in strength was only observed at large reinforcement 
spaeing where a rapid rate of shearing is consistent 
with undrained loadlng . With deereasing reinforcement 
spaeing and consequently decreasing vertlcal drainage 
path length there i5 a partial dissipation of porewater 
pressure permitting an apparent increase in minor 
prineipal e ffective stress and therefore compressive 
strength . The logleal implication of these results i8 
that permeable reinforcement placed at suffieiently 
elose eentres might allow fully drained conditions to 
prevail at rates of eonstruction normally 8ssociated 
with undrained loading. 

On investigating the non-woven fabric and feIt rein
forced sampIes under truly undrained conditions it was 
found that they enhaneed eompressive strength. This 
find1ng appeared anomalous sinee a gain in strength 1s 
assoeiated w1th an increase in effective stress, howevert 

the previous tests indicated that under undrained 
conditions there i5 likely to be a decrease in strength . 
Further tests, involving unit eells of clay reinforced 
w1th porous plastie showed that although there was a 
high porewater pressure indueed this app e ars to migrate 
to the reinforcement which exhibits a much lower pore 
press ure parameter A than the soil alone . In 
consequence of this there would be a reduction in pore 
water pressure in the soil resulting in an increase in 
minor prlncipal effective stress and henee compressive 
strength. In the particular tests reported the strength 
enhancement was limited, at high inverse aspeet ratios, 
by the finite ability of the reinforcement to depress 
induced porewater pressure . Finally it must be 
remembered that the data presented relates to laboratory 
tests earried out on saturated clay Joaded under an 
axisymmetrlc stress regime . In all eases failure was 
by bond as opposed to tensl1e failure cf the reinforce
ment whieh was applied in the form cf a eontinuous dise. 
These conditions deviate considerably from those likely 
to prevail on site where the stress regime would 
normally be plane-strain and the soil partly saturated. 
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